1. Cera Prasadam Ravva Laddu
2. Insense Sticks 1 Pack
3. Sandal Powder 1 Pack
4. Pan Leaves 35
5. Beetle Nuts (Supari) 25
6. Dry Dates 25
7. Coins (quarters) 40
8. Blouse Piece (Red or yellow) 1 (1 meter)
9. Large White Towel 1
10. Coconuts 6
11. Raw Rice 5 lb
12. Assorted Fruits 5 kinds
13. Loose Flowers For Puja 2 Bunches
14. Milk 1/2 gallon 1
15. Sugar 1 lb
16. Honey 1 bottle
17. Ghee 1 bottle
18. Yogurt 1 lb

Thank you for being a part of the flagship in Sai Datta Peetham. We offer all kinds of Priest Service including special religious rituals.

NOTE: IN CASE ANY REASON DEVOTEES CANCEL THE PROGRAM, PLEASE NOTIFY TO TEMPLE IMMEDIATELY.

ANY QUESTIONS & SUGGESTIONS PLEASE DON’T HESITATE TO CONTACT US:
SAI DATTA PEETHAM: 732-809-1200 - Raghu Ji - 516 359 8178 (M)
Email: info@saidattanj.org, raghusankaramanchi@gmail.com
Web site: www.saidattanj.org Facebook

Following the CDC guidelines is mandatory.